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THE TRASH COAST

__________________________________________________________________________________
_
Enduring Idea (Big Idea): Throughout time and across cultures, artists have used their imagination to
create places.
Lesson Title:  The Trash Coast
Grade/Class: 6-7th Grade
Time Allotment: 4 Classes, 45 minutes each.
__________________________________________________________________________________
_
OVERVIEW:

1. Lesson summary: This lesson is meant to have the students explore both the usage of
positive and negative space, as well as utilizing the space of a given piece of art. The
students will use both a 2D positive/negative space drawing as well as 3D found objects
to depict a landscape. This landscape they will either create themselves, or use images
to reproduce. The students will also explore the use of color in the project, and will
have to use their own imagination to create a landscape from their found objects.

2. Artists and Artifacts
a. Kara Walker

i. Burn, 1998
ii. Untitled, 1998

b. Betye Saar
i. The Token, 1988
ii. Lost Dimensions in Time, 1988

c. Joseph Cornell
i. Opticians Chart
ii. Untitled (From the Observatory series)

3. Key concepts:
a. Artists see places in different ways
b. Artists’ imaginations influence how they view a place
c. Artists express their imaginations using places.

4. Essential Questions:
a. What are some different ways that people see places?
b. How can your imagination change how you view a place?
c. How do artists use their imagination when they create places?

5. Standards
a. Arts and Humanities:

i. 9.1.8.C: Identify and use comprehensive vocabulary
within each of the arts forms.

ii. 9.1.8.D: Demonstrate knowledge of at least two styles
within each art form through performance or exhibition of
unique works.

iii. 9.3.8.D: Evaluate works in the arts and humanities using
a complex vocabulary of critical response.

b. PA Standards for other disciplines:
i. Speaking: 1.6.6.A: Listen critically and respond to others

in small and large group situations.
6. Interdisciplinary connections:  

a. Environmental Science: The students will be constructing their projects
out of found objects, likely trash. The class may have a discussion during
the critique about how often we as people throw things in the trash rather
than reusing them.

__________________________________________________________________________________



the critique about how often we as people throw things in the trash rather
than reusing them.

__________________________________________________________________________________
_

OBJECTIVES:
 

1. Knowledge?  
a. Students will identify the uses of positive and negative space in both

drawing and sculpture.
2. Skills?

a. Students will reproduce a landscape twice in both a positive/negative
space drawing and in a found object sculpture.

b. Students will construct a well-crafted landscape in a cigar box using
found objects.

3. Dispositions:
a. Students will compare their work with others in a critique at the end of

the lesson.
__________________________________________________________________________________

_
ASSESSMENT:

 
1. Pre-Assessment:

a. Students will be asked to think of a place they think is interesting, and to
draw it out quickly.

b. Students will be shown multiple silhouetted skylines, both drawn and
photographed, and asked whether they think they are drawn or not.

2. Formative Assessment
a. Students will turn in their negative space drawing before they continue to

the found object
b. Students will actively participate in a critique at the end of class.

3. Summative assessment:
a. Students will turn in their whole cigar box at the end of the lesson to be

graded according to the attached rubric.
__________________________________________________________________________________

_
INSTRUCTIONAL PROCEDURES:

DAY 1 (INTRODUCTION AND DRAWING)
1. Motivation/Engagement: The students will come into class and be asked to imagine a landscape

the find interesting. This can be a farm, or a city, or even the woods. Once they think of the
landscape, they will be asked to draw it quickly, no more than 2 minutes. When they finish this, the
class will be shown images of skylines of different places, both drawn and photographed, and
asked if they think they know how the image was made. The teacher will explain that the students
will be drawing their own silhouetted landscapes as well as creating their own in a 3D format. The
teacher will show examples of student work, and do a quick demo of negative space drawing.

2. Development:  After the demo, students will each be given a cigar box, and sheets of white and
black paper will be cut to fit the front of each box. They will begin drawing their landscapes, and
bring them up to the teacher for approval. Once they have their drawings approved, they will line
the skyline with marker, and begin cutting out the negative space of the landscape. By the time the
students are getting to the point of cutting, the class should be coming to a close.

3. Culmination/Close:  Around 5-7 minutes before the end of class, the students will be asked to
clean up, and put any loose work in the class folder, with their names on it. The students will be
told that they need to bring in as many found objects as they can for the rest of the lesson. Before
letting out of class, one student from each table will be asked what kind of skyline they chose, and
why. Once they answer, that table will be dismissed.

DAY 2 (CUTTING AND BEGINNING ASSEMBLY)
1. Motivation: Once the students come into the class, they will retrieve their work and begin

working. Time is short for this lesson, so the students will need as much studio time as they can



DAY 2 (CUTTING AND BEGINNING ASSEMBLY)
1. Motivation: Once the students come into the class, they will retrieve their work and begin

working. Time is short for this lesson, so the students will need as much studio time as they can
afford.

2. Development: During this day in the lesson, the students should finish up cutting their
landscape off of the white paper they drew on, and pasting the sky portion of it onto the black
paper they were given. They will hand these in, and they will be graded on a simple pass/fail
basis for completion. These will be more closely graded at the end of the lesson. Once they
finish the negative space drawings, they will use the found objects they were told to bring, and
begin to transfer the negative space drawing into a 3D form. They will place their objects, and
find specific ways to fit the different things together so that they may better replicate their
original landscape. The students should continue working on these until the end of class. They
will be supplied with glue to use, and they will have access to a hot glue gun if necessary. By
the time the students reach the stages of finalizing the assembly of the piece, the class should be
close to over.

3. Closing: When the class comes to around 5 minutes to close, the students will be asked to
quickly clean up their things. Once they are done, they will be asked to tell the class about what
kind of problems they ran into when transferring from 2D media to 3D media. Each table will
be asked to share at least one problem, and how used their imaginations to solve it before the
class is dismissed.

DAY 3 (ASSEMBLY AND PAINTING)

1. Motivation: When the students come into class, they will retrieve their boxes and be asked to
come outside for a special demonstration. Once the class is outside, the teacher will
demonstrate the proper techniques used for spray-painting. The students will be given the
option to either spray-paint only the inside of the box, or to do the entire box. Students that
wish to do only the inside will talk to the teacher when they are ready to start painting.

2. Development: Once the demonstration is completed, the students will return inside and
continue assembling their landscapes. They will be given 20 minutes to complete the assembly
of the landscapes before they should start spray-painting. The students will be provided many
different colors of paint to choose from. Once they choose the color they wish to paint with,
they will go outside, and paint their assemblages to be whatever color they like. The ones that
want the pattern of the box to stay will tape the outside, and be careful not to paint over the
pattern. After they finish spray painting, which shouldn’t take more than around 5-10 minutes,
they will be given acrylic paints, and they will paint the background of their assemblage in a
different color than the rest. They will be encouraged to use a color scheme similar to one they
have already used, or to explore the use of color in the piece.

3. Closing: Once the students are finished painting their backgrounds, they will set their boxes to
dry somewhere in the classroom. Once they are all drying, the students will return to their
seats, and a vote will be taken about how they want to do the critique. The class will choose
between a “standard” critique similar to the first lesson, “gallery walk” similar to the second
one, or a more “open ended” group critique. Once the vote has been taken, the class will be
dismissed.

DAY 4 (CRITIQUE)
1. Motivation: Once the students come into class, they will retrieve their projects from the drying

corner. They will be given 10 minutes to paste the negative space drawing from day 2 onto the
front of the cigar box. After they are done this, if they have time, they may put in any finishing
touches to the piece that they feel it needs.

2. Development: Once the 10 minutes is over, the students will place their pieces on a table, in
two levels using books or some kind of riser to raise the second row into visibility (Like
bleachers, but for neat little cigar box assemblages). The teacher will sit next to the table with
the projects, and ask the students if there’s any they would like to know more about (Note:
They should not be picking them because they like them, they should be picking them because
they want to know more about them). They should go through a few of them, and pick out
things that are working very well, and things that could use improvement within the pieces.
The person that made the piece will give a short explanation of what kind of found objects they
used, as well as where they found them, to give other students an idea about doing found



they want to know more about them). They should go through a few of them, and pick out
things that are working very well, and things that could use improvement within the pieces.
The person that made the piece will give a short explanation of what kind of found objects they
used, as well as where they found them, to give other students an idea about doing found
object assemblages.

3. Closing: Once the class has come to 15-20 minutes to closing, the teacher will ask the students
if there are any students that would like to talk about their piece. If there are none, the students
will collect their boxes, and place them on a table to be graded. Once the students return to
their seats, the teacher will ask the students about the lesson. Did they enjoy it? What could
happen to make the lesson more enjoyable? The teacher will take the feedback and document it
to improve the lesson. The students will also be asked what their favorite part of the lesson
was. Was it the artists shown? The spray-painting? Maybe the negative space drawing? Once
the teacher has received the feedback from the students, the teacher will explain that the next
class starts a new unit, and they will be dismissed.

__________________________________________________________________________________
_
PREPARATION:
 

1. Teacher research and preparation:
a. Vocabulary:

i. Found Object
ii. Assemblage
iii. Negative Space
iiii. Silhouette
v. Likeness

b. Artists to know:
i. Kara Walker
ii. Betye Saar
iii. Joseph Cornell

2. Student Supplies:
a. Cigar Boxes
b. Black paper
c. White paper
d. Spray Paint (various colors)
e. Acrylic paint
f. Scissors
g. Glue (Something strong)
h. Painter’s tape, 2”

3. Adaptations:
a. Visual Impairment: If there happens to be a student participating in the

lesson who has a visual impairment, the lesson can be tailored to be a
more non-objective drawing rather than a landscape. The student may
not want to create a landscape, or may or be able to. The non-objective
drawing can be used instead to create a negative space drawing. Also,
instead of a likeness, the student may choose to work with texture within
the assemblage. The student may find haptic responses more suiting than
a visual.

b. ADHD/Hyperactivity: For a student who is extremely energetic and
hyperactive during the lesson, they might choose to create more than one
negative space drawing, and choose from the best. Drawing the negative
space drawings can be a very quick and movement-heavy activity, so the
student may find comfort in the movement from that. Also, if the class
chooses, music will be played during class, to keep the student occupied.
Time will be made in class to move around and check other student work
out as well if the student becomes restless.

c. Gifted/Excelling student: If there is a student who already has some
experience with assemblage, and finds the project boring and not
challenging enough, the student will be given the opportunity to use
matte board, or foam core with an exacto-knife and make their own
objects to put in the assemblage. The student will still be held to the



experience with assemblage, and finds the project boring and not
challenging enough, the student will be given the opportunity to use
matte board, or foam core with an exacto-knife and make their own
objects to put in the assemblage. The student will still be held to the
likeness of the negative space drawing, so they may do their best to
replicate with that.

 


